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Gavin Diaz Darin Muncy



Infotech + Trimble

+ Began as a GPS company in 1978 
by three Hewlett-Packard engineers

+ Has expanded from geospatial to 
construction, Ag and transportation

+ Connecting the physical and digital 
worlds through hardware and 
software

+ Software company founded in 1977 
by Two University Professors

+ Contractor for 
AASHTOWare Project™

+ Owner and developer of Bid 
Express®, Appia®, Doc Express® 
and more









What problem are we solving ?

Trimble®

Access™
Mobile 

Inspector®
AASHTOWa

re Project™



Old Workflow

Old Workflow

New Workflow



The Solution

What are the 
results two years 
into the successful 
integration ?



On the job site

Trimble R12i

Trimble TSC7

Trimble T10x 

Trimble T100

Windows Based data collection platforms

Trimble R780

Trimble R2

Trimble R580



Infotech Mobile Inspector 
direct connection 

to Trimble Mobile Inspector



Trimble Access running on TSC7



Slides for Darin



Trimble Access 

Measure or select the points Select “Calc” and “Share” for payment





Current method of Cubic Yard payment with the field model 
compared to the design model

• In the mobile Inspector app assign the “Excavation – Muck” item
• Assign the contractor doing the work
• Click “Measure Service”



Current method of Cubic Yard payment with the field model 
compared to the design model

Using the measure 
request for a compute 
volume call out the 
design surface as the 
initial surface and the 
field surface as the final 
surface gives you the 
difference between the 2 
models.  Click on “Store” 
and “Share and the 
quantity is sent back to 
the mobile inspector 
app for payment.



Current method of Cubic Yard payment with the field model 
compared to the design model



DWR Attachments

Data attached to the DWR in AWP once shared. This is it final 
location and can be pulled out and used in other areas.

Each item record

Area Measurement



VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2BFBdpyBWk


Efficiency and Opportunity

+ Near 90% reduction in time 
saved in contract closeout

+ Items are being measured 
faster, and more accurately.  
+ Record retention is 

improved.  

+ Contractors are being paid 
faster

+ Construction As-Built Pay Item 
(last 5 years)

+ 445 Contracts
+ $4,765,503.47 Total Spent



What’s 
Next ?


